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William Lotko,1,2* Ryan H. Smith,1 Binzheng Zhang,1 Jeremy E. Ouellette,1,3
Oliver J. Brambles,1 John G. Lyon4
Observed distributions of high-speed plasma flows at distances of 10 to 30 Earth radii
(RE) in Earth’s magnetotail neutral sheet are highly skewed toward the premidnight
sector. The flows are a product of the magnetic reconnection process that converts
magnetic energy stored in the magnetotail into plasma kinetic and thermal energy. We
show, using global numerical simulations, that the electrodynamic interaction between
Earth’s magnetosphere and ionosphere produces an asymmetry consistent with observed
distributions in nightside reconnection and plasmasheet flows and in accompanying
ionospheric convection. The primary causal agent is the meridional gradient in the
ionospheric Hall conductance which, through the Cowling effect, regulates the distribution
of electrical currents flowing within and between the ionosphere and magnetotail.
P
lasma flows with bulk velocities up to
1000 km/s perpendicular to the local magnetic
field are observed in Earth’s nightside cen-
tral plasmasheet beyond geostationary orbit
(1–7). The earthward-directed flows trans-
port the magnetic flux required to maintain the
magnetosphere-ionosphere convection cycle (3).
They are produced by time-variable magnetic recon-
nection wherein magnetic energy in the magneto-
tail is converted to plasma kinetic and thermal
energy. The average spatial distribution of the flows
exhibits a prominent asymmetry, with faster flows
occurring more frequently in the premidnight (dusk)
sector of the plasmasheet relative to those observed
in the postmidnight (dawn) sector (2, 4–7). An ex-
ample (5) is shown in Fig. 1. The nightside plasma-
sheet was uniformly sampled across the tail in
this data set, yet fast flows were found predomi-
nantly in the premidnight sector.
This asymmetry is attributed to a higher rate
of magnetic reconnection in the premidnight
sector (4), but the mechanism(s) controlling the
distribution are unknown. Geospace phenomena
are strongly influenced by the distribution and
rate of reconnection, so this deficiency impedes
our ability to interpret and predict geospace weath-
er and its climatology. Imagine trying to describe
tropospheric climate and weather without know-
ing what determines the location and intensity
of the polar jet streams. Resolving this issue is a
high priority for geospace science, and it has im-
plications for magnetic activity in other planetary
magnetospheres.
Asymmetries in the reconnection rate can be
caused by dawn-dusk asymmetry in external
driving, e.g., in interplanetary conditions. How-
ever, the observed asymmetry in high-speed flows
and associated effects on plasmasheet properties
persists even when interplanetary conditions are
selectively sampled to minimize asymmetric driv-
ing, corrected to account for the aberration due
to Earth’s orbital motion, and averaged over re-
sidual asymmetry to eliminate its influence (6).
At least three internal mechanisms can produce
an asymmetric distribution in reconnection and
associated flows. (i) Variations in local condi-
tions: The local Alfvén speed influences the
local reconnection rate, which is slower when
the plasma is an admixture of protons and heavy
ions such as O+ (8). Asymmetry in the Alfvén
speed may arise from inhomogeneous outflows
of ions from Earth’s ionosphere (9, 10). (ii) Mag-
netic x-line spreading: Hall magnetohydrodynamic
simulations show that magnetic reconnection
expands in the direction of the dominant current
carriers in a neutral sheet—duskward or dawn-
ward in the magnetotail neutral sheet when
carried mainly by ions or electrons, respectively
(11). The electron current evidently dominates in
reconnection diffusion regions in the magneto-
tail (12), so this effect alone produces the wrong
type of asymmetry. (iii) Magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling: The electrical currents flowing between
the magnetosphere and ionosphere can produce
global asymmetry in magnetospheric geometry
and dynamos (13), which influences the trans-
port and reconnection of magnetic flux. All three
processes may be active in controlling the ob-
served asymmetry. We show here that the large-
scale interaction between the magnetosphere
and ionosphere has a major impact on magne-
totail reconnection.
Convective flows observed in the ionosphere
also exhibit a dawn-dusk asymmetry (14). In clas-
sical magnetohydrodynamics, flows in the iono-
sphere and magnetosphere are nearly ideal,
which means that magnetic field lines connect-
ing the two regions are practically “frozen into”
the fluid. The resulting magnetic shear stresses
force the flows in the nightside ionosphere to
move synchronously with the flows in the plas-
masheet. The streamlines in the ionosphere
(equivalent to electric equipotentials) exhibit
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Fig. 1. Distribution of plasma flows with velocity >250 km/s observed near Earth’s magnetotail
neutral sheet (5). Vectors and their locations are resolved in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM)
coordinates (26). Measurements are from the 17 perigee passes of the Wind spacecraft during 1995–
1997 with gray orbit tracks in geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates (26). The long dashed lines
delineate a typical magnetopause (MP) boundary.








antisunward convection over the polar cap and
a return sunward flow at lower latitudes (Fig. 2).
Two features of the ionospheric convection pat-
tern in Fig. 2 are noteworthy: (i) It is rotated 16.1°
clockwise (CW) about the magnetic pole, as deter-
mined by the angle between the line connecting
the potential minimum and maximum and the
dawn-dusk meridian; and (ii) more magnetic flux
circulates in the dusk cell than in the dawn cell,
which is manifest in the −6-kV offset in the dusk
cell relative to the dawn cell.
Simple models of the distribution of high-
latitude Hall and Pedersen conductance and
field-aligned currents flowing between the mag-
netosphere and ionosphere show that the rota-
tion in ionospheric convection is due to an auroral
band of enhanced Hall conductance (15, 16).
However, these idealized ionospheric models do
not yield asymmetry in magnetic flux circulation
between the dawn and dusk convection cells. In
specifying a given field-aligned current distribu-
tion as input to the well-known Poisson equation
for ionospheric electrodynamics (17), the models
do not self-consistently couple the magnetosphere
and ionosphere and cannot be used to analyze
linkages between asymmetries in the ionosphere
and magnetosphere. For a better understanding
of the relationship between the fast flows ob-
served in the plasmasheet and convection in the
ionosphere, we ran global simulations of the solar
wind–magnetosphere–ionosphere (SW-M-I) inter-
action (18–20).
Each simulation was run for 8 hours (18).
The upwind boundary conditions during the
last 4 hours for the solar wind (SW) and inter-
planetary magnetic field in solar magnetic coor-
dinates (8) were NSW = 5/cm
3, TSW = 8.5 eV, Vx =
−300 km/s, Bz = −4 nT, and Vy,z = Bx,y = 0. We
then calculated 1-hour average states (Figs. 3 and 4)
during the last hour of the simulation.
Our first simulation (Fig. 3, left panels) has
uniform Pedersen (5 S) and Hall (10 S) conduct-
ance in the ionosphere. The resulting ionospheric
convection pattern and plasmasheet fast flows
are dawn-dusk symmetric. The second simulation
(Fig. 3, center panels) uses a causally regulated,
empirical conductance model (21), including con-
tributions from extreme ultraviolet (EUV)–induced
ionization (day-to-night gradient in conductance)
and auroral electron precipitation, which is no-
ticeable as an approximately circular band off-
set toward midnight from the magnetic pole
with greatest intensity near 69° magnetic lati-
tude and 2300 magnetic local time (MLT). The
nightside ionospheric convection pattern is ro-
tated CW 7° relative to the uniform conductance
run, and the magnitude of the dusk-cell potential
is 8.2 kV larger than that of the dawn cell. Sim-
ilar ionospheric effects are seen in other global
simulation models when realistic ionospheric
conductance distributions are included (22). The
fast flows in the plasmasheet are concentrated
in the premidnight sector (Fig. 3, bottom center
panel). The final simulation (Fig. 3, right panels)
has a time-independent, artificially depleted Hall
conductance in a band centered on the magnetic
pole. This simulation illustrates how an axisym-
metric Hall conductance gradient controls rota-
tion of the convection pattern [counterclockwise
(CCW) 6° in contrast to the CW rotation in the
causal conductance run] and moves the concen-
tration of fast flows to the postmidnight sector.
Although the distributions of conductances in
the uniform (Fig. 3, left) and auroral depletion
(Fig. 3, right) simulations are unrealistic, their
comparison with the simulation using a more
realistic, causally regulated conductance (Fig. 3,
center) illustrates the important effect of iono-
spheric Hall conduction in controlling convec-
tion in the coupled M-I system. The simulation
with causally regulated conductance produces
plasmasheet flows with an average distribution
similar to that of satellite observations (Fig. 1)
and ionospheric convection resembling empiri-
cal patterns (Fig. 2).
We performed additional simulations to iso-
late the effects of the night-to-day conductance
gradient from EUV ionization and from the au-
roral enhancement in Hall conductance due to
electron precipitation. Including the EUV con-
tribution only produces a weak CCW rotation
and a large asymmetry in the polar cap potentials
with the dusk potential ≈35% larger in magni-
tude than the dawn potential. A band of enhanced
Hall conductance distributed similarly to the Hall-
depletion case in Fig. 3 produces rotation and
asymmetry opposite to that of the Hall-depletion
case: CW with larger dawn than dusk polar cap
potentials. Combining EUV and a contrived Hall-
enhancement band produces a configuration re-
sembling the causal-empirical results (Fig. 3,
center). A meridional gradient in Pedersen con-
ductance does not produce rotation or asymmetry.
The ratio of background Pedersen to Hall conduct-
ance has a modest effect on the asymmetry and
significantly diminishes the asymmetry only for
unrealistically large ratios. More controlled ex-
periments are needed to fully resolve cause and
effect, but the comparisons indicate that the me-
ridional gradient in Hall conductance at the day-
side convection throat (ionospheric projection of
dayside x-line) regulates the asymmetry in polar
cap potentials and dayside rotation, whereas the
meridional gradient in Hall conductance at the
nightside convection throat regulates the night-
side rotation. These two effects combine to deter-
mine the distribution of magnetotail reconnection
and the plasmasheet transport of magnetic flux.
We derived the simulated reconnection poten-
tial FR by integrating the reconnection electric
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Fig. 2. Polar distribution of ionospheric convection and electric potential. Dependence on magnetic
latitude and local time (MLT) is derived from the widely used Weimer empirical model (27) with 0° dipole
tilt for solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field input variables indicated in GSM coordinates below
the plot.









Causal (T0 = 23.91) 0.96 0.83
Depletion (T0 = 24.30) 0.68 0.93
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field along the x-line or magnetic null (23) where
four topological classes of magnetic field lines
intersect: field lines with both ends in the inter-
planetary medium, with one end in the interplan-
etary medium and the other intersecting either
the northern or southern ionosphere, and with
one end in the southern ionosphere and the
other in the northern ionosphere. The 1-hour
average simulated x-line (Fig. 3, white contour
186 11 JULY 2014 • VOL 345 ISSUE 6193 sciencemag.org SCIENCE
Fig. 3. Effect of ionospheric Hall conduction on convection in the iono-
sphere and plasmasheet. Top: Simulated ionospheric convection (8 kV
contours) and Hall conductance distributions (color). The distribution of
Pedersen conductance is a uniform 5 S for the simulations in the left and
right panels and is similar to the Hall distribution in the causal conduct-
ance case but smaller in magnitude. Total cross polar cap potential is
given in the upper left of each panel. The dusk minimum and dawn max-
imum are given below each panel. The white contour is the x-line mapped
along magnetic field lines from the magnetosphere. The circled cross lo-
cates its intersection with the zero-potential contour. Bottom: Simulated
equatorial magnetosphere with velocity vectors overlaid on velocity magnitude
in color. Bz = 0 contour (magnetic x-line) is shown in white. Minimum and
maximum reconnection potentials from Fig. 4 occur at circled dots, with
location uncertainty confined to the dashed segments where the recon-
nection rate is nearly zero.The circled cross is the field-line mapping of the
corresponding point in the ionosphere.
Fig. 4. Reconnection potential versus MLT. Dif-
ferent offset potentials are applied for each run so
that FR = 0 on the magnetic field line connecting the
x-line in the magnetotail to the zero potential contour
in the ionosphere (Fig. 3). Numerical uncertainty due
to the finite simulation grid limits the precision in
determining the local time of the extrema in potential
on the x-line (gray segments here, dashed in Fig. 3).
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in lower panels) lies in the magnetic equatorial
plane. The reconnection potential is arbitrary
up to a constant of integration, which was chosen
to ensure that, for each run, the zero value of
reconnection potential in the magnetotail is
magnetically connected to the zero potential in
the ionosphere (18).
The reconnection potentials versus MLT with
offsets chosen in this way (Fig. 4) exhibit the same
dusk-to-dawn ratios of extrema as the ionospheric
potentials (to within 1% for the values in Fig. 3).
The minimum (duskside) potential is larger in
magnitude than maximum (dawnside) potential
for the causal and auroral depletion runs and
equal in magnitude (within numerical error) for
the uniform run. The average reconnection rate
is higher on the nightside than on the dayside
and more spatially limited. As expected from the
distribution of fast flows (Fig. 3), the reconnection
rate, per unit length x-line, averaged over a 1-hour
MLT segment to either side of FR = 0 (Table 1), is
larger in the premidnight sector, tailward of the
fast flow, in the causal-empirical run and larger
postmidnight in the Hall depletion run. The
reconnection potential difference calculated as
DFR = FR,dawn − FR,dusk exceeds the cross polar
cap potential (DFPC) in the ionosphere by 12, 6,
and 14% for the uniform, causal, and auroral de-
pletion runs, respectively (18).
Hall currents flow antiparallel to convection
streamlines in the ionosphere (Fig. 3). If the
Hall conductance develops a gradient parallel to
a streamline—e.g., due to an enhancement in
electron precipitation—the Hall current be-
comes discontinuous if other effects do not in-
tervene. Its excess current could be diverted
into a field-aligned current flowing through the
magnetosphere to alleviate charge accumula-
tion at the discontinuity, or a charge accumula-
tion could polarize the ionospheric plasma and
introduce a secondary electric field orthogonal to
the primary convection electric field E (directed
equatorward in a nightside auroral conductance
band and sunward poleward of it). The result-
ing field, when added to the primary field, lo-
cally rotates the direction of convection and the
Hall currents while driving secondary meridional
Pedersen currents. This so-called Cowling effect
produces the Harang reversal (24) in the night-
side convection throat and increases the Joule
dissipation in a zonally limited channel of en-
hanced conductance (25).
The Cowling effect dominates the electrody-
namics of M-I coupling on the 100-km-scale iono-
spheric resolution of the global simulations. The
sunward electric field in the polar cap produces
a CW rotation of polar convection and a dusk-
ward drift in the magnetotail lobes. The sec-
ondary Pedersen current flowing equatorward
in the nightside conductance band is supplied
by a plasmasheet dynamo that generates field-
aligned currents from a tailward current sys-
tem (24). The resulting duskward, bulk Lorentz
force presumably moves the otherwise symmet-
ric plasmasheet flows toward the premidnight
sector to produce the observed asymmetry in
reconnection rates and plasmasheet fast flows.
These results demonstrate the intricate interplay
between the SW-M-I interaction and ionospher-
ic Hall conduction in regulating magnetotail
reconnection.
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Fermi arcs in a doped pseudospin-1/2
Heisenberg antiferromagnet
Y. K. Kim,1 O. Krupin,1 J. D. Denlinger,1 A. Bostwick,1 E. Rotenberg,1 Q. Zhao,2
J. F. Mitchell,2 J. W. Allen,3 B. J. Kim2,3,4*
High-temperature superconductivity in cuprates arises from an electronic state that
remains poorly understood. We report the observation of a related electronic state in a
noncuprate material, strontium iridate (Sr2IrO4), in which the distinct cuprate fermiology
is largely reproduced. Upon surface electron doping through in situ deposition of alkali-metal
atoms, angle-resolved photoemission spectra of Sr2IrO4 display disconnected segments
of zero-energy states, known as Fermi arcs, and a gap as large as 80 millielectron volts.
Its evolution toward a normal metal phase with a closed Fermi surface as a function of doping
and temperature parallels that in the cuprates. Our result suggests that Sr2IrO4 is a useful
model system for comparison to the cuprates.
A
lthough themechanismof high-temperature
superconductivity (HTSC) remains an open
question, it is commonly believed that cer-
tain distinct features of cuprates are essential
toHTSC: spin-1/2moment on a quasi–two-
dimensional (2D) square lattice,Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnetic coupling, andno orbital degeneracy.
A minimal model based on this assumption can
reproduce much of the phenomenology of the
cuprates (1). Within this framework, it would be
informative to realize the key features of cuprates
in a differentmaterial (2). The 5d transitionmetal
oxide Sr2IrO4, with a t2g
5 valence shell, is a Mott
insulator in which the orbital degeneracy is re-
moved through strong spin-orbit coupling (3, 4).
Despite strong entanglement of spin and orbital
degrees of freedom, the resulting pseudospins
(with Jeff = 1/2 quantum number) exhibit the spin
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in driving the behavior of the magnetotail.
space weather environment, they conclude that the ionosphere plays an active role when coupled to the magnetosphere 
 simulated this energy exchange. Challenging common assumptions about ouret al.with after. To find out why, Lotko 
thermal and kinetic energy of plasma flows. But reconnection appears to produce faster flows before midnight compared 
In Earth's upper atmosphere, the reconnection of magnetic field lines converts latent magnetic energy into the
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